AJA Public Relations has been working in the areas of family welfare, parenting skills, education and healthy lifestyles for 12 years. Its publishing and information dissemination campaigns promote responsible parenthood, in connection with psychological and physical health, as part of various EU projects. It also publishes cognitive literature, including resource books by Lithuanian authors.

Akademinė leidyba (Academic Publishing) is the publishing house of Vilnius University, specialising in academic books, traditional and digital publishing, and market research in publishing. It publishes monographs, textbooks, scholarly journals, books popularising science, and other publications.
Algarvė was founded in 1996. It cooperates with many foreign publishers. We focus mostly on lifestyle, health, body and soul, business, psychology, popular science, esotericism and fiction.

Algimantas was established in 1993 and has published more than 200 books. Our main publishing interests are books about the Republic of Lithuania, in Lithuanian and other languages.

Founded in 1990, Alma littera is one of Lithuania’s main publishing houses, specialising in fiction, non-fiction, reference books, textbooks, and other publications for all age groups. Alma littera publishes works by both local and foreign authors, books for children and youth, science fiction, non-fiction, research publications, reference books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, textbooks for schools, and other educational material.

Apostrofa is a small independent publishing house, which publishes fiction and non-fiction by Lithuanian and foreign authors (translations from English, German, Icelandic, Polish, Estonian, Swedish, French, Czech). Apostrofa’s list of published titles includes books of the highest quality, which have been awarded prestigious prizes in Lithuania for their content and design.

Artseria was founded in 2003 as the publishing arm of the Artists’ Union. It publishes a magazine on art, art books, the series “Contemporary Lithuanian Artists” and “Lithuanian Art at the Turn of the 20th and 21st centuries”, monographs, catalogues, and publications of the Lithuanian Artists’ Union. Our books consistently win awards and diplomas in Lithuania’s annual competition for the best-designed book of the year.
AUDIOTEKA LT

M. K. Čiurlionio g. 86-25, 03100 Vilnius
T +370 5 2409634 @ info@audioteka.lt
www.audioteka.lt

Audioteka LT is the leading publisher of audiobooks in Lithuania. All our audiobooks are produced in-house with professional actors. We focus on non-fiction, mostly self-help bestsellers; however, the company has also published a number of fiction bestsellers.

AUKSO ŽUVYS

Didžioji g. 34, 01128 Vilnius
T +370 616 08460 @ info@auksozuvys.lt
www.auksozuvys.lt

Aukso žuvys is a small company publishing fiction and non-fiction for adults, and illustrated books for children and teenagers. Our main area of interest is history, which is presented in a lively and original way.

BALTO PUBLISHING

Utenos g. 41B, 08217 Vilnius
T +370 652 60594 @ irma.rumianceviene@baltotrader.com
www.baltotrader.com

Balto is a fast growing publishing house established in 2016, with focus on a high quality content and print. We specialise in fiction and non-fiction, popular medicine and children’s books. In 2017 Balto reached out to Lithuanian authors in order to support growing interest in local writers. We aim to encourage and support authors in their works and we were thrilled with an immediate success by publishing a national bestseller in collaboration with artist Beata Tickevic and world famous designer Karolis Strautniekas.
BALTOS LANKOS

A. Jakšto g. 7, 01105 Vilnius
T +370 5 2407906 @ leidykla@baltoslankos.lt
www.baltoslankos.lt

Baltos lankos was established in 1992, with the intention of publishing quality literature. The range of our publications is very wide: new books by Lithuanian authors, translations of quality foreign literature, popular works of fiction, crime fiction, monographs, books for children, and academic writing.

BALTŲ LANKŲ VADOVĖLIAI

Gedimino pr. 28, 01104 Vilnius
T +370 5 2080358 @ vadoveliai@baltoslankos.lt
www.baltulankuvadoveliai.lt

Baltų lankų vadovėliai was established as a separate department of the publishing house Baltos lankos. We mainly present educational literature — textbooks and other learning material.

BERNARDINAI.LT

Maironio g. 10, 01124 Vilnius
T +370 5 2313009 @ zurnalas@bernardinai.lt
www.bernardinai.lt/knygynas

Our first book The Eighth Day was published in 2005. It consisted of essays which had previously appeared in our internet newspaper Bernardinai.lt. The first issue of our quarterly magazine Kelionė su Bernardinai.lt appeared as a continuation of our work. Since 2012, we have published new books regularly each year. Our main focus is on writing about religion, psychology and the art of life, and books for children.

BONUS ANIMUS

M. K. Čiurlionio g. 1-30, 03104 Vilnius
T +370 5 2339196 @ info@bonusanimus.lt
www.bonusanimus.lt

The educational publisher Bonus animus was founded in 2006, and is now a well-established company in Lithuanian book publishing. We are proud of our role in popularising the fantasy genre, by introducing the works of great authors to Lithuanian readers. Our main field of activity is publishing original and translated fiction for adults and children, non-fiction, the literary and cultural heritage, and scholarly books focusing mainly on history and mass communication.

BRIEDIS

Parodų g. 4, 04133 Vilnius
T +370 5 2706479 @ info@briedis.lt
www.briedis.lt

The publishing house Briedis was established in 1989. Nowadays, it aims at original titles and translations which would give the society an incentive to grow. Textbooks, maps, various books on history, parenting books, detectives, historical novels are being published. Publisher strive to translate books that have a lasting and scholarly value.
CHARIBDĖ
S. Konarskio g. 49, 03123 Vilnius
T +370 5 2163973 @ charibde@charibde.lt
www.charibde.lt

The publishing house Charibdė publishes fiction and non-fiction (humanities, medicine and art), books by Lithuanian and foreign authors, and books for children.

DEBESŲ GANYKLOS
Jaunimo a. 2, 50117 Kaunas
T +370 683 64336 @ info@debesuganyklos.lt
www.debesuganyklos.lt

Debesų ganyklos is a publishing house with a fresh and innovative approach to children’s literature. We try to publish books for children that are easy to read, understand and enjoy. This is why we often involve our readers in the most creative parts of the publishing process.

DIDAKTA
Architektų g. 184-3, 04206 Vilnius
T +370 653 98986 @ info@didakta.lt
www.didakta.lt

The publishing house Didakta focuses on educational publishing, which includes a range of various subjects. We offer a variety of educational and informational posters, reproductions and methodological publications for teachers and portrait galleries. These measures should interest teachers, and enable them to enrich the educational process.
The main goal of Dominicus Lituanus is to publish high-quality fairy tales and fiction for children and teenagers. The books published by Dominicus Lituanus promote an inquiring spirit and humane values, they address the psychological and spiritual problems of teenagers, parents and children, and promote civil and ecological education. These ideas are presented playfully and creatively, and didacticism is avoided.

Eugrimas is a publishing company from Lithuania with a focus on non-fiction: business, creative thinking, psychology, self-help, etc. Over our 20 years in the publishing business, we have successfully acquired copyright from the world's largest publishers, and participated in numerous international projects.

Euroknyga LT specialises in publishing language-learning material. The publishing house has the experience to bring you a wide range of language-learning products, including phrase books, language-learning courses and software, dictionaries, audio CDs, and others.
FLINTAS

V. Putvinskio g. 34-1, 44211 Kaunas
T +370 699 52167 @ info@flintaspublishing.com
www.flintaspublishing.com

Founded in 1996, Flintas Publishing is a mass market children’s book publisher, specialising in the creation and distribution of educational, sticker, colouring and activity books, and magazines for toddlers and preschoolers.

GARNELIS

Konstitucijos pr. 23A, 08105 Vilnius
T +370 5 231 3231 @ garnelis@garnelis.lt
www.garnelis.lt

Garnelis is an independent publisher, specialising in children’s fiction and non-fiction, teen fiction, picture books, and books for teachers and educators. We are very proud to have highly acclaimed authors on our list, such as A. A. Milne, Roald Dahl, P. L. Travers, Astrid Lindgren, Tove Jansson and Enid Blyton.

Genocide and Resistance Research Centre of Lithuania

Didžioji g. 17, 01128 Vilnius
T +370 5 2791038 @ leidyba@genocid.lt
www.genocid.lt

This is the only organisation in the country permanently engaged in publishing fiction and scholarly and journalistic work on the subject of the resistance and the genocide carried out by occupying regimes: they include the journal Genocide and Resistance, a list of the names of victims of the genocide, monographs, studies, collections of documents, and memoirs.
The publishing house Gimtasis žodis was founded in 1995, and since then has specialised in literary fiction, non-fiction, fiction for youth and children, and teaching material for non-native speakers of Lithuanian. Our list includes hundreds of the world’s most widely read authors and literary prize winners. Our mission is to connect readers, to inspire and satisfy the need to read, and to provide our readers with the joy of the knowledge of past and contemporary realities.

Our main activity is publishing fiction by Lithuanian and foreign authors, academic books on the humanities, and illustrated children books. Much attention is paid to the historical theme in the literary heritage. Original and novel publishing projects are among our main priorities.
Institute of Lithuanian Literature and Folklore

Antakalnio g. 6, 10308 Vilnius
T +370 5 2125332 @ knyga@lli.lt
www.lli.lt

The Institute of Lithuanian Literature and Folklore is a state-run research institute, implementing long-term investigations into Lithuanian literature, folklore and the literary heritage of old Lithuania. The Institute publishes books, periodicals and research publications. It also publishes e-books and creates databases. Its publishing specialisations are the following: encyclopedias, academic papers, serial publications, monographs, written sources on the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, folklore and modern literature, research publications, and research. These publications are aimed at the academic world and the general public.

Institute of the Lithuanian Language

P. Vileišio g. 5, 10308 Vilnius
T +370 5 2346058 @ neda@lki.lt
www.lki.lt

The purpose of the Institute of the Lithuanian Language’s publishing house is to make the results of research by the Institute’s researchers available to the public. This means mostly working on research publications and editions to promote research, such as monographs, dictionaries, scholarly journals, practical guides for language users, and educational publications.

INTER SE

Žygimantų g. 10-3, 01102 Vilnius
T +370 687 24274 @ info@interse.lt
www.interse.lt

The publishing house Inter Se initiates and publishes works on art, prepares books on various subjects, and carries out advertising and printing work. It pays special attention to design and printing quality. The publications and books prepared by Inter Se consistently win prizes and diplomas in annual book design competitions, in Lithuania and the Baltic countries.

IŠMINTIS

Z. Sierakausko g. 15, 03105 Vilnius
T +370 5 2333444 @ ismintis@mintis.eu
www.mintis.eu

Išmintis is both a publishing house and a book distributor. It pays attention to publishing works of cultural significance. Išmintis strives to offer titles introducing diverse subjects, and therefore the subjects of the books published vary from animation and psychology to craft books and fiction.
The publishing house Jotema deals mainly with translations of fiction written by extremely popular and world-famous authors, and prestigious prize winners. Jotema also publishes world classics by the older and newer generations, and a large number of non-fiction books, on medicine, history, science, children, and other subjects.

The publishing house Jovaro tiltai specialises in contemporary Lithuanian literature, searches for new talent, and cultivates potential authors.

Justitia is a publishing house specialising in legal literature. We publish textbooks, monographs, educational tools, commentaries on codes, and legal periodicals intended for current and future lawyers. Our authors are the most famous Lithuanian legal scholars and practitioners, who create Lithuanian legal doctrine, and open the way to the cognition of the world of legal science and practice. Our readers include judges, lawyers, government officials, corporate lawyers and students of law.
The publishing house Kalendorius has offered a wide range of modern and high-quality calendars since 1995. Our list also includes various works of fiction and non-fiction by Lithuanian and foreign authors, children’s literature, and memoirs. Quality, speed and favourable terms are our main priorities.

The publishing house Katalikų pasaulio leidiniai is one of the main publishers of religious, philosophical, psychological, catechetical and other literature in Lithuania. We also bring out textbooks for religious education in schools, and the annual publications “Catholic Directory” and “Liturgical Calendar”.

This non-profit organisation publishes comprehensive travel guides, in order to promote cultural and ecological tourism in Lithuania, representing the country’s history, cultural heritage and nature, in an accessible way. We also publish books of old photography, memoirs and research literature.

We are an independent Lithuanian publisher, publishing quality, award-winning books of contemporary and classic literature, poetry, culture, fiction and non-fiction, philosophy and psychology. We see our mission as the publishing of eye-opening, controversial books that provoke intellectual and public discussion.

Kultūros barai publishes mostly art books, humanitarian literature and fiction.
LAETITIA

Birutės g. 1, 45320 Kaunas
T +370 37 345357 @ prioratas@fsspx.lt
www.fsspx.lt

The public institution Laetitia publishes religious books and periodicals which present and defend traditional Catholic doctrine, liturgy and ethics, and promote Catholic piety and spiritual life.

LAPAS

Geležinkelio g. 1-12, 02100 Vilnius
T +370 612 25481 @ ula@leidyklalapas.lt
www.leidyklalapas.lt

Lapas is a small independent publishing house based in Lithuania. It focuses mainly on architecture and artists’ books. We are interested in publishing books as design objects, as well as making the publication of a book an important public event, with associated exhibitions and talks, etc. Once a year, Lapas prepares and publishes a special lifestyle book with distinctive content.

LEIDYBOS IDĖJŲ CENTRAS

Kalvarijų g. 29b-43, 09313 Vilnius
T +370 687 54699 @ info@leidybosidejos.lt
www.leidybosidejos.lt

The publishing house Leidybos idėjų centras specialises in publishing books about distinguished people from Lithuania, their work and achievements. Our mission is to document the most prominent and significant accomplishments of Lithuania, its people and its organisations.

LENGVAS BŪDAS

Didlaukio g. 51a-18, 08303 Vilnius
T +370 672 77710 @ info@lengvasbudas.lt
www.lengvasbudas.lt

The joint stock company Lengvas būdas focuses on publishing simple and effective material which helps to deal with various addictions, phobias, and other psychological problems.

LIEPARAS

Ukmergės g. 298b-1, 01643 Vilnius
T +370 687 51510 @ knygos@lieparas.lt
www.lieparas.lt

The publishing house Lieparas offers well-produced and positive books for preschoolers and younger schoolchildren, helping them to become outgoing, quick-witted and eloquent. The books are beautifully illustrated by Lithuanian artists, and are produced entirely in Lithuania.
The Lithuanian Institute of History publishes serious collections of historical sources. On average, the Institute publishes 20 books a year, along with periodical publications containing articles that are important in the awarding of degrees.

The Publishing House of the Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences has been operating since 1992. During this period, it has published a large number of original scholarly publications, teaching materials, periodicals and promotional material.

The Lithuanian Writers’ Union Publishers focus on new books by Lithuanian authors, including prose, poetry, essays and critical studies, books from the literary canon and books by exiled authors, as well as translations of quality foreign literature. The output of our publishing house is characterised by strict selection, and high-quality printing and design.

The publishing house Magilė was established in 1998 in Panevėžys. We represent fiction, also education and cookery books.

Magnificat is a Christian culture publishing house. Its mission is to help pursue spirituality in daily life, and to experience the joy of the Gospels. It publishes works by the most eminent spiritual thinkers and teachers, as well as the monthly periodical for prayer Magnificat and the bimonthly for children Magnificat vaikams. The publishing house was established in 2010.
Lithuania's main library prepares and publishes national and retrospective bibliography, informational and methodological publications, collections of research articles, professional periodicals, and other publications.

MAŽOJI LEIDYKLA
Lapų g. 8-6, 02101 Vilnius
T +370 699 92525 @ info@mazojileidykla.lt
www.mazojileidykla.lt

Our area of publishing is social and political journalism: biographies of successful people, accessible, interesting and professional books about health and psychology, stories of cities, events and journeys, and essays.

MAŽOJI RAIDĖ
Jonažolių g. 7-2, 04138 Vilnius
T +370 654 39466 @ info@mazojiraide.lt
www.mazojiraide.lt

Mažoji raidė was founded in Vilnius in 2014 to specialise in children’s books. Our priority is to discover new names, trends and styles in children’s literature. Most of our books are exclusive and newly created. Therefore, we focus on internal and foreign markets, by offering books for young readers in Lithuania and around the world.

MIJALBA
Gedimino g. 268, 44319 Kaunas
T +370 640 14614 @ info@mijalba.com
www.mijalba.com

Mijalba publishes self-help books for body, mind, and spirit since 2002. We publish ca 20 new titles per year of worldwide known foreign authors and Lithuanian authors. We are dedicated to help Lithuanian people get more mindfulness, joy and happiness in their lives.

MILEDA
Savanorių pr. 302-18, 49455 Kaunas
T +370 618 85469 @ info@mileda.lt
www.mileda.lt

The publishing house Mileda was established in 2005.
We publish fiction and non-fiction. Many of our books have become bestsellers.

MINTIS
Z. Sierakausko g. 15, 03105 Vilnius
T +370 5 2332943 @ info@mintis.org
www.mintis.org

Mintis has more than 60 years of experience in the book publishing business. We generally publish books on culture and the cultural heritage, fiction, philosophy, history, politics and sociology. The titles published by Mintis are often shortlisted for the Best Translated Book Award.
MO Museum

Litėratų g. 8, 01125 Vilnius
T +370 5 2312350 @ info@mmcentras.lt
www.mmcentras.lt

MO Museum (formerly known as Modern Art Center)
has published 24 books aimed at educating children,
young people and adults. In the future, the MO Museum
plans to publish museum collection catalogues, catalogues
of exhibitions, and art books.

National Museum of Lithuania

Arsenalo g. 1, 01143 Vilnius
T +370 5 2627774 @ muziejus@lnm.lt
www.lnm.lt

The National Museum of Lithuania has the country’s most
important museum collection about Lithuania’s historical
heritage. Its publishing activity is closely related to the
research and promotion of its collection. The most important
part is the publication of scholarly and informational material
related to the collection, exhibition catalogues and illustrated
books, and research material in the series “The Library of the
National Museum of Lithuania”, “The History of Lithuanian
Photography” and “From the Archives of the National
Museum of Lithuania”.
**NAUJASIS ŽIDINYS-AIDAI**

Pilies g. 8, 01123 Vilnius  
T +370 613 33223   @ nzidinys@nzidinys.lt  
www.nzidinys.lt

This is one of Lithuania’s most intellectual publishers, specialising in non-fiction fields related to Lithuania, such as Soviet studies, Medieval studies, religion, and culture and art criticism. It also publishes memoirs and biographies.

**NAUJOJI ROSMA**

Fabijoniškių g. 24A, 07100 Vilnius  
T +370 5 2611997   @ info@rosmos.leidyklos.lt  
www.rosmos.leidyklos.lt

Naujoji Rosma was established in 1992, and since then we have collaborated with many publishers from abroad. We publish cognitive and accessible books (on nature, travel, history, pets, cooking, interiors and hobbies) that are aimed at a wide circle of readers. In addition, we also publish sticker books, activity books and development books for children.

**NIEKO RIMTO**

Dūmų g. 3A, 11119 Vilnius  
T +370 646 19944   @ info@niekorimto.lt  
www.niekorimto.lt

The wittily named Nieko rimto (Nothing serious) has been encouraging people of all ages to smile since 2001. Today, Nieko rimto is not only a book publisher. The smiling cow of the company’s logo also appears on CDs, postcards, badges, mugs, and many other charming items.

**NORDINA**

Pylimo g. 19-32, 01141 Vilnius  
T +370 629 57507   @ info@nordina.lt  
www.nordina.lt

Nordina publishes Lithuanian and foreign fiction, art books, and books on healthy living.

**NOVELITA**

Didlaukio g. 51A-18, 08303 Vilnius  
T +370 611 31370   @ leidykla@novelita.lt  
www.novelita.lt

We focus on exciting biographies, futuristic novels, and series of cognitive books.
PETRO OFSETAŞ
Naujoji Riovonių g. 25c, 03153 Vilnius
☎ +370 5 2733347 @ priemimas@petroofsetas.lt
www.petroofsetas.lt

Founded in Vilnius in 1996, we are a printing and publishing house that is well-known among Lithuanian book-lovers and experts. Our unique high-quality facsimile book *Metai* (The Seasons) by Kristijonas Donelaitis won the Publication of the Year Award in 2014 and was awarded with a gold medal “Lithuanian Product of the Year” in 2015. This is the first – and so far the only – book to receive such an award. Now we are working on the next facsimile book – first Lithuanian printed book *Katekizmas* by Martynas Mažvydas.

PIKO VALANDA
Žemaitės g. 59, 68303 Marijampolė
☎ +370 610 63064 @ leidyba@pikovalanda.lt
www.pikovalanda.lt

The joint stock company Piko valanda has more than 20 years’ experience in publishing. Its main activity is publishing books in small print runs, calendars and advertising. It has published more than 500 books.

PRESVIKA
L. Asanavičiūtės g. 13A, 04300 Vilnius
☎ +370 5 2333897 @ presvika@presvika.lt
www.presvika.lt

The publishing house Presvika was established in 1996. Since then, it has brought out a large number of books, both by Lithuanian authors and translations. We focus on educational, psychological and cognitive children’s literature, although we publish attractive books of children’s fiction as well.
RAIDYNĖLIS

Bitininkų g. 8/30, 08417 Vilnius
T +370 650 41077 @ raidynelis@gmail.com
www.raidynelis.lt

The publishing house Raidynėlis was founded in 2012.
We collaborate with teachers, speech therapists and special educators. Our main area is educational (self-teaching) tools for preschool and young children.

RGRUPĖ

Babinų sodų 15-oji g. 4, 01110 Vilnius
T +370 698 41027 @ darius@versloknyguklubas.lt
www.versloknyguklubas.lt

Rgrupė is the first publishing house in Lithuania which is specialized in business books (since 1999). The range of offerings spans not only the key business topics and leadership challenges of today and tomorrow, but also the issues that affect lives, work, and world.

RIGHT THING

Kęstučio g. 4, 08117 Vilnius
T +370 620 84515 @ ruta@rth.lt
www.rth.lt

Right Thing is a boutique publishing house in Lithuania aiming to publish children’s books of the best-quality writing, illustration and design. Our books vary from culinary spells to philosophical tales, but they all have something special for the souls of children.
S

S. Jokužio Publishing-Printing House
Nemuno g. 139, 93262 Klaipėda
T. +370 46 366000 @ info@spaustuve.lt
www.spaustuve.lt

The S. Jokužio Publishing-Printing House was established in 1990. Our biggest achievement is that we have implemented all three main printing techniques, offset, digital and screen. The certificates we comply with include ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System, ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Management System, and EFQM Excellence Model.

Science and Encyclopedia Publishing Centre
L. Asanavičiūtės g. 23, 04315 Vilnius
T. +370 5 2431334 @ melc@melc.lt
www.melc.lt

The Science and Encyclopedia Publishing Centre publishes general and specialist encyclopedias, monographs on social, natural and technical sciences, technical and linguistic dictionaries, scholarly works by foreign authors, popular science books, and the magazine Gimtoji kalba.

SOFOKLIS
Klaipėdos g. 7A-36, 01117 Vilnius
T. +370 5 2192899 @ info@sofoklis.lt
www.sofoklis.lt

The publishing house Sofoklis is committed to publishing both original Lithuanian literature and translated literature by some of the most popular writers of our times, in a broad range of areas, including modern classics, popular fiction, non-fiction, self-help and memoirs.

SVAJONIŲ KNYGOS
A. Goštauto g. 4-1, 01106 Vilnius
T. +370 5 2122794 @ info@svajoniuknygos.lt
www.svajoniuknygos.lt

Svajonių knygos is one of the leading publishers of books for women in Lithuania, offering a broad range of reading, from bestselling fiction to romance, and from hardbacks to mass market paperbacks. It publishes not only acclaimed authors worldwide, but also Lithuanian writers and debut authors.
ŠVIESA
Vytauto pr. 29, 44352 Kaunas
T +370 37 409126  @ info@sviesa.lt
www.sviesa.lt

Šviesa is the most experienced national publisher of educational literature, and a provider of interactive learning content. It offers quality educational material, based on innovative methodology, as well providing interactive learning solutions for teachers and students. The publishing house has won various national and international awards for its innovative solutions in the field of education.

ŠVIESKIME VAIKUS
Konstitucijos pr. 9-124, 09308 Vilnius
T +370 615 57853  @ info@sveskimevaikus.lt
www.svieskimevaikus.lt

Švieskime vaikus (Let’s Educate Children) charitable foundation aims to provide libraries, schools and kindergartens with the best books by Lithuanian authors, in order to encourage children to read. The foundation publishes books, and organises competitions for writers, artists and children. It also implements the project, aiming to donate books to all Lithuania’s schools, kindergartens, libraries, children’s homes, and departments of children’s hospitals.

TERRA PUBLICA
Jaunimo a. 2, 50117 Kaunas
T +370 37 328820  @ info@terrapublica.lt
www.terrapublica.lt

Terra Publica’s motto is “Books for and about Lithuania!” The company publishes books written and illustrated by Lithuanian authors that are interesting both to Lithuanians and to tourists from abroad. Thanks to the great attention paid to tourism in Lithuania, it has already been named the most nationally oriented publishing house.

TIKRA KNYGA
Arklių g. 22, 01305 Vilnius
T +370 626 37362  @ info@tikraknyga.lt
www.tikraknyga.lt

This very young publisher (operating since 2014) produces high-quality books for boys and girls from four to 14 years old. It is willing to offer the foreign rights to approximately 35 titles by excellent authors and artistic illustrators.
Trys žvaigždutės publishes books for schoolchildren, as well as books on psychology, spirituality and health, and also fiction.

Typoart is a family of creative professional artists working on big challenges. We create compelling professional content for worldwide clients: original characters, illustrations, comics, children’s books, fiction, educational supplies, puzzles, dominoes, postcards, posters, T-shirts, and more.

Tyto alba publishing house is one of the leading Lithuanian publishers of classic and contemporary fiction and non-fiction. Our list also includes self-help books popularising contemporary psychology and healthy lifestyles. We have recently started publishing both original and translated literature for children.

The joint stock company Ugda was founded in 2004. We publish history and geography textbooks, and other teaching materials. Since 2013, Ugda has also published history textbooks for the 11th and 12th grades. At present, we are preparing history textbooks for the 8th, 9th and 10th grades. We aim to improve the educational process, and to encourage students to think logically and rationally.

Unseen Pictures is a publishing, marketing and distribution company based in Vilnius, Lithuania.
The joint stock company Utenos Indra is a publishing-printing house with 25 years of experience. We use modern printing equipment, providing all printing services: layout, publishing, offset and digital printing, and finishing work. We produce large-format prints, produce and sell a variety of seals and stamps, and publish a newspaper.

Founded in 1945, Vaga is the oldest publishing house in Lithuania, continuing the best traditions of recent years. We publish quality classic literature, we launch prize-winning authors of modern fiction, and we continue to expand our series of psychological and other non-fiction books.

The publishing house Vaiga started its activities in 1991. We specialise in books for children and teenagers: activity books, fairy tales, fiction, educational literature, encyclopedias, dictionaries, etc. We cooperate with local and foreign authors via copyright agencies in the UK, France, Germany and other countries.
VARIO BURNOS
A. Vivulskio g. 10A-10, 03221 Vilnius
T +370 687 39512 @ varioburnos@gmail.com
www.varioburnos.com

Vario burnos was established in 1992 as an informal platform for intellectual services, for individuals, communities and public spaces. In 2011 it was registered as a public institution. The founder of the workshop and its main generator of concepts is the architect Dr Tomas S. Butkus. Vario burnos workshop of concepts engages in conceptual design and publishing, as well as the generation, implementation and dissemination of concepts in arts and culture, educational projects and interdisciplinary initiatives. The organisation attracted international attention in 2004 at the International Young Publisher of the Year competition in London.

VERSAS AR MENAS
A. Vienuolio g. 8-408, 01104 Vilnius
T +370 698 11443 @ info@vam.lt
www.vam.lt

Verslas ar Menas publishes books adapted for the sighted and blind people. The publishing house uses innovative solutions of design and technology while printing books for the sighted and in Braille with illustrations perceived not only by sight but also by touch. These books develop social values of sighted children and their attitude towards people with disabilities as well as enable blind and visually impaired children to feel like they are equal to sighted readers.

Vilnius Academy of Arts Press
Dominikonų g. 15, 01131 Vilnius
T +370 5 2791015 @ leidykla@vda.lt
www.leidykla.vda.lt

Established in 1993, the Vilnius Academy of Arts Press publishes monographs, studies and articles in the field of art history and theory. Since its inception, the publishing house has brought out the scholarly journal Acta Academiae Artium Vilnensis. Dedicated to both the cultural heritage and contemporary art phenomena, the art books, catalogues and reference books published by the press play a significant role in the analysis of Lithuanian art.

VILNIUS AUCTION
Ligoninės g. 4, 01134 Vilnius
T +370 615 29023 @ aukcionas@menorinka.lt
www.menorinka.lt

Vilnius Auction publishers focus on classics of art, modern creation and philosophical reflection in the field of culture. Our range of interests has recently broadened, to publish an analysis of the context of the art market. We cooperate with art theorists and philosophers.

VIRTUVĖS KNYGA
Jaunimo a. 2, 50117 Kaunas
T +370 679 68595 @ info@virtuvesknyga.lt
www.virtuvesknyga.lt

Virtuvės knyga is a publishing house for those who love cooking. We present historical facts about food, explain eating and cooking traditions, and give cooking tips and lots of recipes. Why is it called Virtuvės knyga (the Kitchen Book)? Because these books are for everyone who adores experimentation and conversation in the kitchen.
VITAE LITERA
Savanorių pr. 137, 44146 Kaunas
T +370 640 17599 @ info@bpg.lt
www.vitaelitera.lt

We are a publishing-printing house specialising in the scientific and medical fields. We have a highly experienced team of editors and translators, with qualifications in scientific publishing. Since we are a publishing-printing house, we are able to offer our clients end-to-end services, from editing to the printed product, and even from a single unit to a vast quantity of books.

VOX ALTERA
Vynvyčių g. 1, 52316 Kaunas
T +370 683 07505 @ info@voxaltera.lt
voxaltera.lt

The publishing house Vox altera was established in 2009. We focus primarily on military history, with our series on military history and war stories in various genres. However, in 2013 we also launched a series on the relationship between religion and science. Our thematic range has been enriched by a book on architecture and art history, and further publications are also planned.

ŽUVĖDRA
Tverečiaus g. 26-5, 10217 Vilnius
T +370 5 2769247 @ paventys@gmail.com
www.zuvedra.lt

Publishing house Žuvėdra was founded by Lithuanian writer Stasys Lipskis. During 25 years, it has published more than 200 titles, with an overall print run of more than one million copies. The main thematic directions of the publishing house are prose, poetry, children’s literature and leisure time guides. Although this may look risky in the eyes of other publishers, it still finds readers to this day.
LIST OF PUBLISHERS

3 AJA Public Relations
3 Akademinė leidyba
4 Algarvė
4 Algimantas
4 Alma littera
5 Apostrofa
5 Artseria
6 Audioteka LT
6 Aukso žuvys
7 Balto publishing
8 Baltos lankos
8 Baltų lankų vadovėliai
8 Bernardinai.lt
9 Bonus animus
9 Briedis
10 Charibdė
11 Debesų ganyklos
11 Didakta
12 Dominicus Lituanus
13 Eugrimas
13 Euroknyga LT
14 Flintas
15 Garnelis
15 Genocide and Resistance Research Centre of Lithuania
The Lithuanian Culture Institute invites publishers to submit applications to its Translation Grant Programme. The purpose of the Translation Grant Programme is to promote Lithuanian literature by granting foreign publishers assistance for the translation of works from Lithuanian, or works which are related to Lithuania.

Publishers may apply for either partial or total coverage of the cost of the translation. Grants will be allocated for the translation of original works of literature, fiction, children’s literature, publications on the cultural heritage, and the humanities (philosophy, literary criticism, non-fiction, history and other fields), as well as for the translation of other important books and publications. Translation grants are available twice a year for those who are interested in translating and publishing books by Lithuanian authors.

**The deadlines for applying are 1 April and 1 October.**

All applications will be considered by an independent selection committee consisting of five experts.

The application for a translation grant must include:
- a copy of the contract with the owner of the rights
- a copy of the contract with the translator
- the translator’s qualifications (e.g. CV, previous translations)
- a brief presentation about the publishing house
- a short covering letter justifying the proposed work

The application for a sample translation grant must include:
- a short covering letter justifying the proposed work
- the translator’s qualifications (e.g. CV, previous translations)
- the agreement of the owner of the rights to translate the proposed work

In special cases, a copy of the proposed text (a maximum of one squire [or 40,000 signs with spaces] for prose, and 120 lines for poetry) might be requested.

**For further information,** please contact by e-mail: vakare.smaleckaite@lithuanianculture.lt

www.lithuanianculture.lt